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The pse udonatura l o rbit al procedure has been a pp lie d to the ca lc ulation or th e pot e ntial e ne rgy 
c urve o r LiH a nd the di ssoc ia ti on e nergy of BeH + Only the two·e lec tron bonding pa ir is corre la ted 
a nd es tim a tes or (T and 7T type co rre la ti on a re ob tain ed. The results ror LiH a re in good agree me nt with 
the most acc ura te pre viou s ly publi s hed c a lc ul a ti ons. Compa ri son with e xpe rimc ntal result s ror LiH 
indica tes tha t the ca lc ul a ted di ssoc ia tion e ne rgies a rc accura te to a bout 0.1 5 to 0.2 e V. 
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1. Introduction 

The ca lc ulation of accurate potential e nergy curves 
of s mall molecules cannot be achi eved within the 
fram ework of the Hartree-Foc k one-elec tron mode l. 
Cons iderati on of the corre lation is necessa ry to in s ure 
both th e correc t asymptoti c de pendence a nd the de pth 
a nd shape of the c urve near the equilibrium separation. 

( In order to simplify th e problem correlation considera
tions should be limited to only those e lectrons inti
mately involved in the binding process, i. e., th e valence 
elec trons. This permits th e utilization of localization 
tech niqu es which limit the number of relevan t elec
tron s that must be correlated. Prior to the introd uc tion 
of localizat ion techniques it is necessary to show that , 

The simples t case beyo nd H2 is the isoe lec tronic 
LiH sequence. Numerous calculation s [3] of thi s 
molecu le have appeared over the years but th e relative 
simpli city of the model has e nticed all th e inves tiga tors 
to do as co mple te a calc ulation as possibl e within 
their model. Those studies which consider correlation 
the refore apply a co rrelated trial fun ction to both the 
Li K shell and the bondin g shell . Althou gh the prob
ability of success for a va le nce-she ll-onl y treatme nt is 
predic tab ly high, we feel tha t such a calc ulation is 
required as a basis for future work in thi s a rea. 

The calculation in thi s paper is equivale nt to the 
exte nded H. F. calculation with a frozen l<T(K she ll ) 
H. F. molec ular orbital. The actual procedure follow s 
the pseudonatural orbital (PNO) procedure previou sly 
applied to the three-e lec tron sys tem [2]. In effect the 
virtual H . F. orbitals are transformed into approximate 
natural orbitals [4] whi ch span the same region of 
space as the occupied H. F. valence orbitals. Su ch 
orbitals provide for rapid convergence in th e super
position of configurations (SOC) calculation. A number 
of points of the LiH c urve were calculated in thi s 
way. The results are compared in partIcular to the 
natural orbital based calculatio n of Be nder and 
Davidson [3f] which is the most accurate calculati on 
for LiH. We can anticipate our co nclu s ion by noting 
that the outer-shell correlation energies for the two 
calculations are quite comparable. 

. as expec ted, only the valence electrons need be co n
sid ered. Evidence for the validity of thi s concept has 
been a ccumulated by ex tended Hartree-Fock (H. F.) 

c calc ulations [1]1 on the molec ules H2 and Li2 , for 
which the bondin g valence electrons are a simple pair. 
Additional work has been done on sys tems for which 

I intershell pairs are significant [2]. However, such com-
~. plicated syste ms fall beyond the range of th e present 

inves tigation , which is to add to the evidence for the 
accuracy of potential curves calculated by correlating 
only the two-elec tron valence shell. 

t\t-"nlJ\\'l ed~(, lllcnt is madc to the donors of the Pe tndeum Researc h Fund . adlll inis· 
tercd by the American C he mical SO('jety. for partial support of this research . 

• The Cat hnli{' Uni ve rs it y of Ame rica. 620 ~ l ic higan Ave .. N.E .. Washin:;lun. D.C. 20017. 
1 Fil!nrcs in brae ke ls indicate the 1~ll'ra t ure refere nces a t the end of thi s pa pe r. 
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The isoelectronic system BeH + is al so cons ide red 
only at the equilibriu III internuclear se paration. S i nce 
the electronic distributions in the B. F. solution for 
LiB and BeH + are quite different , the correlation 



results shed light on different bonding cases ranging 
from the ionic or strongly polarized through the cova
lent. For the LiH and BeH + molecules the techniques 
utilized have proved convenient and quantitative. 

2. Pseudonatural Orbitals and Basis Functions 

All calculations are based on trial functions of the 
form 

1/1(1 , 2, 3,4) = A 1/11 (1)1/11 (2)1/1(3, 4) 

where 1/11 is an accurate approximation to the Iu H. F. 
molecular orbital, cp is a two-electron pair function 
including a singlet spin function, and A is the anti
symmetrizer. The pair function is held strongly orthog
onal to the 1/11 orbital. The overall symmetry is Il + 
and the wave function would agree with the result 
of an extended H. F. calculation i(the 1/11 orbital were 
permitted to relax in the field of the pair function. 

The cp(3,4) is determined here in two steps. Using 
the u virtual H. F. solutions, a superposition of all 
configurations formed by all single and double excita
tions from the valence shell molecular orbital is 
diagonalized. Similarly, an arbitrarily orthonormalized 
set of 1T orbitals is diagonalized. The first-order density 
matrices for both the u and 1T substituted wave func
tions are diagonalized by determining the equivalent 
transformation which diagonalized the coefficient 
matrix for the SOC expansion. The approximate or 
pseudonatural orbitals are now available for a com
plete SOC involving both IJ and 7T excitations. Only 
diagonal excitations are now considered and the final 
SOC requires a limited number of interaction integrals 
in the new basis, thereby simplifying the calculation. 

The use of pseudonatural orbitals is most convenient 
when intershell pairs are significant. Extended H. F. 
procedures would actually be better in the present 
case, since only one pllir is being correlated. However, 
the results are essentially equivalent and are obtained 
with comparable effort. 

The basis set is built around the best atom Gaussian
type function (GTF) H. F. solutions of Huzinaga [5]. 
As is widely known [6], the natural orbitals are localized 
in the same region of space as the respective H. F. 
orbitals. Except for polarization orbitals of new sym
metry type the H. F. basis should suffice. Polarization 
orbitals were added by scaling GTF fits to pIJ and p7T 
functions and varying the scale factor to determine 
the best energy. The variations were by no means 
exhaustive and improvements are possible. The 
variations were done only for LiH at 3.0 a.u. and the 
same basis was used for the entire curve (or appro
priately scaled for the BeH + case). 

Small exponent sand p GTF are centered on the 
Li atom. They are intended to account for the polariza
tion of the charge distribution toward the H atom. 
Whether the LiH charge density can be represented 
by an ionic model is somewhat debatable [7] with the 
present evidence leaning toward the polarization of a 
diffuse Li 2s function. The large set on the Li actually 
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contributes to the wavefunction near H with the heavy 
weight to the small exponent functions. 

The i'ccuracy of the basis is best judged in this 
light by comparison with the results using signifi
cantly different bases. The BeH+ charge density has 
even less resemblance to an ionic model and the basis 
should be adequate. 

The basis sets are defined in table I and the PNO 
coefficients are given in table 2. The first two orbitals 
are exactly the undisturbed Isu H. F. molecular orbital 
and the bonding PNO which is very similar to the 
second occupied H.F. molecular orbital. This orbital 
has been referred to as a ISH _ orbital because of the 
ionicity of the LiH bond [8]. However, the 2s Li and 
2PLi densities are far from insignificant. From our 
results and those of Bender and Davidson on the 
partitioning of the correlation into u and 7T type terms, 
the identification 'of this orbital as a ISH _ is obviously 
oversimplified. The basis set that was chosen to rep
resent both the H. F. and correlation may, however, 
underestimate the need for polarization of the H cen
tered density. 

TABLE 1. Parameters/or basis orbitals , f(x , y, z) exp(- al - 2) 

(a) L;H Atomic o rbital bas is 

Orbit al T ype Center Exponent 
l\IO. 

I P" L; 1.34829 
2 P" L; .31932 
3 P" Li .098736 
4 P" H .7S 
5 S Li .028643 
6 S Li .076663 
7 S Li .44462 
8 S Li 1.1 5685 
9 S Li 3. 15789 

10 S L; 9.35328 
11 S L; 3 1.94 15 
12 S Li 138.73 
13 S L; 921.271 
14 S H 0.101 309 
15 S H .321144 
16 S H 1. 1468 
17 S H 5.05796 
18 S H 33.6444 
19 Prr Li 2.9353 
20 p. Li 0.696844 
21 P. Li .222852 
22 P. L; .08074 
23 P rr H .557104 
24 Prr H .129568 

(b) BeH' Atomic o rbit a l bas is 

-1 p" Be 1.483 
2 p" Be .351 
3 P" Be .109 
4 P" H .75 
5 S Be .0583 
6 S Be .1806 
7 S Be .8589 
8 S Be 2.1847 
9 S Be 5.9326 

10 S Be 17.6239 
11 S Be 60.3255 
12 S Be 262.139 
13 S Be 174 1.38 
14 S H 0.1013 
15 S H .3211 
16 S H 1.1468 
17 S H 5.0579 
18 S H 33.6444 
19 P. Be 3.22883 
20 p. Be 0.766528 
21 P. Be .245137 
22 p. Be .088814 
23 P. H .557104 
24 P. H .1 29568 

J 
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Orbital 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
1'1 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

1" 11. F. 

0.004407 
.007878 

- .00201 7 
.004964 

- .000002 
.002.,88 
. 16N 98 
.42438 1 
.34 1843 
. 16006f. 
.049580 
.01038" 
.001360 

- .001627 
.0 10437 
.00911 5 
.00235 1 
.000373 

111 

0.00625.) 
.01079,1 
.1 03205 

- .049588 
.499923 
,591811 

0.006374 
,005588 

- .001458 
.001660 

- .000365 
.002908 
.171372 
.423021 
.3439 19 
.1603 16 
.049759 
.010401 
.001 364 

- .000849 
.00,1437 
.002763 
.000597 
.000109 

111 

0.00.5296 
.005507 
.154002 

-,0 11169 
.449336 
.599 113 

TABLE 2. Expansion coefficients fo r the Hartree·Fock and pseudo· 
natural orbitals 

1 H. lI . ( l e n~lh) = 0.S29172 ,\ 1 • . lI. (lc n ~lh ) = 0.5291 72 A 

Iii) PNO Coefli cients. Lil-! H. = 2.0 (c) PNO Coeffic ie nt s. l.iH I? = 3 .0 

2" 1-1. F. 2" :1a- 4" 5" Orbital ]" 1-1. F. 2" H. F. 20- 3" 
No. 

0.0339 12 0.034077 0.008329 - 0.032827 - 0.0 17292 
.091818 .088 182 - .068465 -.477243 -.012876 

I 0.006264 0.016858 n.OJ6266 0.Oll7]4 
2 .0053 19 .069495 .068472 ' .067528 

. 11 7561 .1 14025 - .23 1170 - .5.,4928 .3678 76 3 - .001506 ,107464 .102147 .2762 11 
- .021768 - .02 1483 - .072883 .484559 .234911 4 .000962 - .016321 - .014973 .018269 
- .073225 - .099539 .252490 - .225179 - .323240 5 - .000437 -,085497 - .109990 - .249975 
- .172702 - .1 74916 .317555 1.7041 37 - .693758 6 ,002998 - .207120 - ,220749 - .5767 10 

.0970] 5 .095932 - .069496 568379 - .050]88 7 ,170797 ,042737 .04203 1 ,092888 

.11 8228 .1 18447 .0 15033 - ..'>33391 - . 122566 8 .423435 .0861 14 ,089866 .083038 

.066803 .06783 1 .003539 .00201 2 - .007132 9 .344369 .039994 .040816 .040843 

.029541 .029685 .003243 - .069599 - .0 17212 10 .160459 .019650 ,020300 .018641 

.008663 .008762 .00061 7 - .007569 - .002056 11 .049808 ,005456 .005598 .0052.17 

.00 ]8]4. .001826 .000 175 - .003246 - .000788 

.000235 .000237 .0000 18 -.000279 - .000069 
12 .0 10409 .00 11 84 ,00 1220 .001118 
13 .001366 .000150 .OQ0154 ,000 143 

- .317569 -.3 10838 .625276 - 1.59857.\ .257708 14 - .000747 - .364782 -.342419 - .303882 
- .360808 - .346714 - .79·1154 - .378740 1.73601 2 15 ,00278 1 - .3 18529 - .3 13586 .8 14402 
- .164 161 - .1 73403 - .44 7228 .01 2201 - 1. 266605 16 .00 1290 - ,140493 - . 149304 .338235 
- .038021 - .03841 3 - .054958 - .010818 - 0.165061 17 .000281 - ,034264 - .03472 1 ,052848 
- .005348 - .005422 - .008 11 0 .000229 - .01025 1 18 .0000050 -.004698 - .01l4787 .007 12 1 

211 111 2" 

0.017242 19 0.005663 - 0.00791 2 
,047861 20 - .005 169 .00561 2 
.130557 11 1 6 1 '~1 7 - .209146 

- .026074 22 .022901 - .193739 
- 1.0895 18 23 .41 3339 1.03 11 71 

,934826 24 .622294 - 0.630077 

1/)) PNO C:oef11cient s. Li l-! H = 2.6 Id) \'\0 Cuefil cit'nls. LiH I< = 3.4 

0.022623 0.02227 1 0.006 199 - 0.028S56 -0.0 1442 1 1 0.00.)777 0.0 12993 0.0 12383 - 0 .01 2011 
.078845 .077 196 ,059848 -.398W9 - . 111 385 

. ' J07.~65 . 102291 .254043 -.428 187 .458737 
2 ,005095 .058 102 ,0,) 7180 - .06778.) 
3 - .00 144 1 .11005,).3 . 10,1984 - ,285 139 

-.0 18462 - .01 7715 .052]01 .447592 , 1983 13 
- .076565 - .100904 - .249082 -.231610 - .327268 

I .000646 -.0 14262 - .01 2337 .004920 
.) -.000436 - .09741 0 -. 123429 ,2557 16 

- .19627] - .203380 - .48'103 1 1.190 100 - .833528 6 .0028'17 -.2 13738 - .23,)59 1 .61 5901 
.053235 .05 1759 ,101 569 .385691 ,224806 7 . 170049 .04·0677 .04 1490 - .088486 
.097091 .099854 .0'18487 - .376673 - . 134147 8 .423967 .075020 .079'168 - , 100022 
.048569 .049199 ,027676 - .011197 ,009M9 9 .344544 .034459 ,0359 1'1 - .046361 
.022722 .023 160 .011 783 - ,050662 - .01 5508 10 . 16057 1 ,01 7156 .018024 - ,022 163 
.00648'1 .006589 ,003410 - .006656 - .000927 11 ,049833 .00472 1 ,004935 - .0061 3,) 

.001382 .001406 ,0007 10 - .0024 75 - ,000667 

.000 177 .000180 .000091 - .000229 - ,000045 
- ,342670 - .328782 - .158568 - 1,339842 .5959 13 
- .334963 - .325985 .829587 - .000825 1.280689 
- .147001 - .155785 .38379'1 .033370 - 1.1 74829 
- .035569 - .035967 .053933 - .007512 - 0. 127366 
-.004919 - .005002 .007591 .000534 - .0 10907 

12 .01041 .5 ,001030 .001080 - ,001 324 
13 .001 366 .0001 30 .0001 36 - ,000168 
14 - .000574 - .388998 - ,356436 . 1840.30 
15 ,001807 - .302829 -.3022 15 -.7685 13 
16 .000598 - . 1 365'~1 - . 145546 - .296663 
17 .000 IS 1 -.033 149 - .033677 - .050383 
18 .000023 - .004,)42 - .004638 - ,006625 

21T 1" l.rr 

-0.009818 
- .002790 
-. 187711 
- .11 5084 

19 0.005932 0.00703 1 
20 - .0 12050 - .009586 
21 , 149304 .216540 
22 .063263 .263758 

1.057 181 
- 0.739935. 

23 .382200 - 1.000147 
24 .6462 10 0.545015 

87 

40-

- 0.007 152 
- .380256 
- .378214 

.443654 
- .280662 

.99M02 

.323 136 
- ,326297 

,003043 
- .041905 
- .004722 
- .001997 
- ,000 174 

- 1,304840 
0.245 100 

.060241 

.003527 
,001194 

0.01 5253 
- .353S59 
- .. 378649 

.44739·1· 
- .340258 

.90394 1 

.236 146 
- .268000 

.014584 
- .034262 
- .0029 16 
- .001 .572 
-.0001 23 

- 1.297227 
0.438748 

,07.346:1 
.014 132 
.001653 

.)" 

-0.00085 
.174121 

- .43474 6 
6 
.) 

3 
9 
) 

2 

-,2311 7 
,37047 . 
,72899 

- .28967 
.14380' 

- .03025' 
.0 12447 

- .000831 
.00043 1 
.00000.5 

- .6054657 
- 1.1J453 12 

1.11 2 123 
0. 10.\760 

.0111 75 

0.0 18,)91 
-. 198672 

.347227 

.291 6S7 
- .'1220.54 
- .. , 62947 

.27290,) 
- .1 29519 

.047S60 
- .008843 

,002546 
- .000 172 

.000036 

.65081 9 
,8S3499 

- 1.058826 
- 0.0884.)'1 

- .011 337 



Orbital 
I" H. F. No. 

I 0.004Y17 
2 .004625 
3 - .001250 
4 .000359 
5 - .000404 
6 .002553 
7 .169221 
8 .424585 
9 .344632 

10 .160685 
II .049852 
12 .010420 
13 .001367 
14 - .000350 
15 .000985 
16 .000153 
17 .000070 
18 .000008 

17T 

19 0.005310 
20 - .0 12126 
21 .108804 
22 . 123893 
23 .347961 
24 .677 194 

--

I 0.002703 
2 . 002877 
3 - .000616 
4 - .000011 
5 - .000319 
6 .00 1914 
7 .168348 
8 .425325 
9 .344690 

10 .160819 
11 .049869 
12 .010426 
13 .001367 
14 - .000004 
15 .000089 
16 .000033 
17 .000009 
18 .00000 1 

IT< 

19 0.000790 
20 .007953 
21 - .010902 
22 .197279 
23 .326293 
24 .739552 

TABLE 2. Expansion coefficients for the Hartree· Fock and pseudo· 
natural orbitals- Cont inued 

1 a.u. (Iengli ,) = 0.529172 A I a.u. (length) = 0.529172 A 

(e) r NO Coefficients. LiH H. = 4.0 (g) PNO Coeffi c ients, Li H N = 8.0 

2" H. F. 2" 3" 4" 5" 
Orbital 
N~: I" H. F. 2" H. F. 20' 

0.009900 0.009271 - 0.010910 0.026950 0.031569 1 - 0.001449 0.004125 0.000824 
.039332 .038823 - .048059 - .251935 - .134434 2 - .001564 - .006912 .000074 
.1 16407 .108802 - .276563 - .471289 .122146 3 .000283 .084680 .016580 

- .0 10693 - .007997 .0 15361 .455548 .370528 
- .119925 - .151321 .282965 - .429119 - .503933 

4 - .000001 - .003467 - .000248 
5 - .000307 .306383 • .365248 

- .215459 - .251724 .606841 .890824 - .275745 6 .00 1755 .1471 39 .355322 
.042781 .046063 - .096618 .044140 .117570 7 .168259 - .036650 - .069391 
.060143 .066555 - .097040 - .137987 - .028820 8 .425437 - .041815 - .071124 
.029858 .032587 - .050435 .003492 .042 146 9 .344690 - .022221 - .03924 1 
.014223 .0 15584 -.022909 - .020659 .001788 10 .160840 - .010078 - .0 17341 
.004007 .004378 - .006559 - .002060 .003494 11 .049870 -.002912 - .005082 
.000861 .000942 - .001388 - .000976 .000312 12 .010429 - .00061 5 - .00 1062 
.000109 .000120 - .000178 - .000081 .000075 13 .00 1366 - .000078 - .000137 

- .426049 - .375174 . . 082667 - 1.273220 .631880 14 - .000006 .571740 .296693 
- .281052 -.288216 - .693330 0.596246 .572505 15 .000055 .2 1911 5 .329643 
- .134137 - .143327 - .248696 .082459 - .9664S2 16 - .000002 .140310 .142635 
- .031798 - .032398 - .046355 .025582 - .071228 17 .000003 .028597 .031 340 
- .004401 - .004500 - .005993 .001990 - .01·H96 18 .000000 .004308 .004262 

27T l IT 

0.00660 1 19 . -0.000368 
- .013210 20 .009'181 

.203931 21 - .028502 

.363187 22 .134216 
- .950778 23 .3493 10 

.458483 24 .755300 

~ 

- 0.000916 
.000871 

- .0 19912 
.000412 

- .415246 
- .414143 

.080760 

.08 1196 

.045218 

.0 19845 

.005839 

.00 1217 

.000158 

.22727 1 

.398'~5 
.150219 
.033858 
.004430 

(0 PNO Coefficients. LiH R = 6.0 (h) PNO Coefficie nts. BeH -t R = 2.48 

- 0.006172 - 0.004003 0.005354 0.025793 -0.01 3727 
-.004471 - .0062 18 .003205 - .152044 .095237 

Orbital 10' H. F. 20' H. F. 20' 30' 
No . 

- .1 11914 - .072472 .121849 .740686 - .3 12469 
.005416 .001766 - .005371 - .553481 .274310 I 0.0072 13 0.047173 0.045504 - 0.015329 
.2 18056 .289034 - .418685 .450527 - .430933 2 - .000225 .147334 .137219 - .176527 
.179907 .298790 - .467353 - .695251 .060749 3 .000239 .085880 .074154 - .131239 

- .039456 - .058646 .090123 .253192 - . 100854 4 .00059 1 - .033569 -.03 11 2 1 - .093298 
- .041442 - .060795 .085498 - .1 14445 .115331 
- .023180 - .033747 .048901 .054881 - .006532 

5 .000557 .103897 .107463 - .182799 
6 -.002563 .434705 .447353 - .912291 

- .010249 - .014897 .021093 - .007640 .016090 
- .003010 - .004373 .006273 .003538 .001180 

7 - .161356 - .044723 - .042953 .070612 
8 - .425490 - .120599 - .124988 .148209 

- .000629 - .000913 .001'298 - .000057 .000733 
- .000081 - .000 11 8 .000 169 .000059 .000054 

.520188 .36 1914 .104801 .898639 .897501 

.240391 .292588 .496591 - .550843 - .220667 

9 - .351194 - .056745 - .057854 .065945 
10 - .] 58475 - .025758 - .026487 .030270 
I I - .047991 - .007002 - .007162 .008003 
12 - .009950 - .001494 - .00 1533 .001724 

.136 11 2 .142 144 ' .168076 ":. 130697 - .646153 

.029438 .Q30877 .037554 - .029655 - .052456 

.004280 .004301 .004759 - .002595 - .009329 

13 - .001302 -.000 189 - .000194 .000216 
14 - .000128 .103976 .102979 - .068896 
15 -.000943 .341322 .335900 .760629 
16 - .000627 .142022 .1501 77 .385022 
17 -.000144 .034818 .035313 .049967 
18 - .000023 .004820 .004899 .007649 

17T 21T 

19 0.015553 0.0 11 738 
20 .115097 .138439 
21 .500244 .582119 
22 - .067 143 - .002065 
23 .439962 - .95801 4 
24 .304166 .204944 

88 

l 

'leT 50' 

- O.1 13S42 0.061338 
- .470720 .249390 

.149033 - .043572 

.466382 .058923 

.339832 - .338659 
- .332627 - .369361 
- .384425 .136442 

.319595 - .044554 
- .009526 .018 136 

.037430 .000387 

.003327 .001 269 

.001667 .000106 
.000133 .000024 
.506348 .175235 

- .008797 1.146932 
- .105262 -1. 170663 

.016663 -0.11 7906 
- .002056 - .011233 
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The final wavefun c tions are obtained with a trial 
func tion based on the PNO. The square of the coeffi
cie nt are li s ted in table 3. Since only one pair of 
elec tron s is excited the C2 are equivalent to the occu
pation number for the natural spin orbital. Only 
co nfiguration s with C~ > 0.0001 are included. 

3. Analysis of the Correlation 

The initially occupied 10' and 20' H. F. orbitals are 
li s ted in tabl e 2. Compariso n of the 20' H. F. orbitals 
with th e 20' NO shows no appreciable difference until 
R exceeds 6 a.u. The first NO and the Hartree-Fock 
orbital are ve ry similar at the equilibrium configura tion 
[9]. 

The asymptotic be havior of the 2u and 30' PNO 
results in the correc t atom products, the H . F . ground 
states o[ Hand Li. No other O'PNO contributes to 
the co rre lat ion as R approaches infinity. Of the 7T 

orbital s on ly the ] 7T PNO s till co ntributes s ignificantly 
at 8 a.u. 

The 30' PNO in the neighborhood of the equilibrium 
separation acts mostly as an in-out type of co rre l.ation 
on the H- bonding di st ribution . Be nde r and DaVid son 
note that their 30' orbital rese mbles a 2s hydroge n 
atom orbital orthogonalized to th e Is Li orbital. In 
our case the Li portion of the 30' orbital rese mbles 
that part of the 20' whi ch serv es as a hybridize d 2s Li 
orb ital. Howe ver , the left-ri ght type of corre la tIOn 
required to assure proper asymp.toti c depe n~ e nce 
is also present. As R increases thi S type domll1a.tes 
and acco unts for the rapid ri se in the 0' correlatIOn 
energy. 

TABLE 3. Square of th e SOC expansion coeffic ient for a. LiH as a 
fUl/ ct ion of th e internuclea r dis /once and b. BeH+ a / R =2.48 a.lI. 

Con figu· 
ra tiun 

II ~ 2.0 

2a-:.! 0.97166 
3cr2 .01398 
4u:.! .00208 
5cr' .00016 

I7r 2 .0 11 76 
21T:.! .00025 

2u:'! 
3u t 

4cr' 
5u1 

171"2 

217" 1 

(a) Lill Wave FUlu'ti 'Hl 

C (/I) 

2.6 3.0 3.4 

0.97175 0.96989 0.96640 
.0 1396 .0 1609 .02032 
.00303 .00329 .00309 
.000 17 .000 18 .00019 

.0 1070 .010 14 .00959 

.00026 .00026 .00026 

(b) Be l-I+ Wave Func ti on 

0.97320 
.0 1428 
.00263 
.00017 

.00930 

.00031 

4.0 6.0 8.0 

0.95723 0.85232 0.6-181 5 
.03 11 9 .14324 .35 131 
.00238 .00052 .00004 
.00020 .00021 .00003 

.00861 .00355 .000~5 

.00024 .00007 .00000 

The pO' co ntribution is significant in the 40' P NO but 
without plots of the orbitals it becomes increasingly 
difficult to ascertain the dominant correlating effects. 
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This orbital tends to shift charge along the bond towa rd 
the Li. 

The only other correlating orbita l with a s imple 
effect is the 17T PNO, which dominates th e angu lar 
correlation. As R increases and charge transfers bac k 
toward the Li, the angular correlation also becomes 
more diffuse and eventually goes to zero. The depend
ence of the 0' and 7T type correlation as a function of R 
is shown in table 4 along with the total and corre lation 
energy. 

The 0' and 7T type correlation are de termined by 
considering the 0' and 7T SOC independently. As a 
result these estimates do not add up to the total cor re la
tion which is the difference be tween the total energy, 
for the co mbined 0' a nd 7T SOC, and the H. F . e ne rgy. 
Such es timates are always found to exceed the tru e 
value as do the C2 coefficie nts . Comparison with 
Bender and Davidson' s breakdown of the correlation 
is encou ragin g. The 0' and 7T res ult s a re esse ntially 
ide nti ca l. As Bender and David so n note, thi s co rre la
tion breakdown does not co rres pond to that expec ted 
for H- . 

The di ssocia tion e ne rgy re la tive to th e Hartree-Foc k 
produ cts is 2.36 e V. Thi s is withi n 0.15 e V of th e 
expc rim en tal va lu e of 2.51 eV [10]. Th e neglec t of 
intershe ll and oo type corre la tion s ca nnot accoun t for 
such an error. The error is also not in th e convergence 
properties of the NO expansion [or thi s bas is . The 
res ult s quoted in table 4 are for the e ntire ba s is. The 
PNO li s te d in table 2 subsume all but abou t 0.05 e V of 
the ene rgy contr ibutions from thi s basis. The basis se t 
is poor and will require furth er experimentat ion if a n 
improve ment is to be had. 

TABLE 4. Hortree- Fock, t%l, and correlation energies for LiH 
and BeH+ 

1 u.u. (e llergy)= 27.20976 e\ . 

I. i ll 
--

II - E(H. F.) - E( l o l. ) - Err - Err - E(corr.) 

2.0 7.9 11640 7.9 16792 0.02 12.5 0.01668 0.035 15 
2.6 7.977 167 8.0 109 11 .02138 .01507 .03374 
3.0 7.985388 8.018806 .022 13 .01408 .03342 
3.4 7.98 1,539 8.015 129 .02333 .01324 .03359 
4.0 7.966088 8.000858 .02.598 .01220 .03473 
6.0 7.904227 7.95 18 13 .001407 .01004 .04759 
8.0 7.859542 7.934728 .07470 .00925 .07518 

x " 7.932088 

IlcH ' 

2.48 11 4.85 108 1 _14_.8_B4_9_7L-_--'-___ L-_0._03_4_89 

a This resu lt is the approximate Hartree ·Foc k ene rgies of the atoms for the Ga ussian 
basis used: the accurate sum of H. F. atom energ ies is -i.9327257 a.lI. (See E. Cle menti. 
Ta bl es of Atomi c Func tions. S up plement to IBM Journal of Resea rch a nd Developm ent 9, 
2 (19651.) 

BeH+ at the equilibrium configuration presents 
res ults co mparable to that for equilibrium LiH. The 
correlation breakdown in terms of 0' and 7T contribu
tions are essentially the same and nearly independent 
of the bonding characteristics of the respective 
Hartree-Foc k molecules. The dissociation energy is 
2.93 eV and on the bas is of the LiH calculation shou ld 
be good to about 0.2 e V. 
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